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Please turn off sound
on cell phones.  Feel 
free to ask questions,
move around or take
a break whenever  you
need to.  



Welcome -
The New Westminster School District 
recognizes and acknowledges the 
Qayqayt First Nation, as well as all Coast 
Salish peoples, on whose traditional and 
unceded territories we live, we learn, we 
play and we do our work.  



Step 1 – Build a Relationship with 
Your Student(s)

“The quality of the teacher–
student relationship is the 
single most important factor 
to consider when rethinking 
classroom management.”
– Belvel and Jordan,
Rethinking Classroom 
Management



Bank Accounts and Bucketfilling

 Most students are eager to learn and motivated to 
build relationships.  

 Some students who, through no fault of their own, 
arrive at school either without the motivation or the 
skills (or neither one) to build and maintain 
relationships. 

 These students with "holes" in their buckets or are 
without the means to fill their own buckets These 
students need our help! 



Relationship Deposits are made when -

 You are nice to a student - smile and use their name

 Give praise for accomplishments and effort

 Say thank you

 Ask for and try out student suggestions and ideas

 Take an interest in their lives and interests outside of 
school.

 These are examples of “bucket filling”



 When you have a high relationship balance (lots of 
good will) with a student, they will try difficult tasks, 
cooperate with you and associate even challenging 
activities with a feeling of being liked and respected. 

 This strengthens intrinsic (internal) motivation. 

 Acknowledging their efforts builds upon your 
relationship and leads to full buckets and a healthy 
emotional bank account

Relationship Deposits are made when -



Relationship Withdrawals are made when -

 You ask a student to behave in any way different from 
what they already do – which is the definition of 
learning!

 Withdrawals paired with deposits can strengthen trust 
between individuals

 Excessive withdrawals happens when you repeatedly 
ask students to complete tasks or activities which they 
feel are too difficult, not meaningful or act in a way 
which they see as being mean or disrespectful

 This can be called “bucket dipping”



Relationship Overdrafts happen when -

 The student experiences more withdrawals than 
deposits

 This can happen because of medical, emotional or 
situational reasons

 Student may refuse to cooperate with a request even if 
it is reasonable and they are capable

 If you try to force compliance (threatening or 
coercing) results can be unpleasant

 Student may learn to comply only under pressure and 
need strong and stronger consequences

 May lead to negative associations and power struggles



Ways to strengthen relationships

 DO NOT treat all students the same. Learn about 
individual strengths and challenges, interests and 
dislikes and use this knowledge.

 Make relationship deposits whenever possible. A 
typical student requires at least a 4:1 ratio of deposits 
to withdrawals. A student with challenges consistently 
requires more. Think of a bucket with holes in it. The 
more holes the more deposits that are required while 
you work on plugging the holes.

 Make your withdrawals purposeful and the smallest 
required to achieve your goal.



Ways to strengthen relationships

 Find a way to replenish your deposit account as soon as 
possible after a withdrawal.

 If you are dealing with an overdraft situation, consider 
asking for support from your School Based Team, 
especially if you have tried to fix the situation and it 
has not gotten better.

 Consider applying this model to all your relationships. 
Making relationship deposits can become a positive 
habit. What a great way to keep everyone's bucket full!

https://mspalmersclassroom.weebly.com/bloghome/archives/12-2016



Create or ask for a Student Profile for each 
student you work with

The more you know about your student(s), 
the easier it is to build  a relationship.



Spend time together doing an activity the 
student enjoys BEFORE asking them to do a 
difficult task



Make sure the relationship bank is full 
before giving corrective or negative 
feedback (4/5 to 1 golden rule)

http://csefel.vanderbilt.edu/modules-archive/module1/handouts/2.pdf



Share some tools that you have found 
helpful in building relationships with your 
students.



Step 2 – Always Plan Ahead

http://williamhorberg.typepad.com/william_horberg/2011/05/always-plan-
ahead.html



The 3 C’s of Successful Planning -
Communication, Collaboration, Consistency 

 Set up some form of daily communication system with 
the people you work with on a daily basis to go over the 
plans for the day.  This could be in person before 
school starts, written (communication book or teacher 
agenda or electronic – email or text.)  There should be 
NO surprises.

 Schedule a weekly planning and information sharing 
time between classroom teachers, resource teachers 
and support staff whenever possible. 

 Be clear about roles, expectations and capabilities.

 Remember new skills take time and practice to 
develop – FOLLOW THE PLAN!



Explain, Rehearse and Reinforce Routines

 You and your student(s) should always know exactly 
what is expected of them in every situation throughout 
the day

 When class begins your student(s) should have an 
assignment, know where to find it and why they are 
doing it

 Your student(s) should know and be able to follow 
routines for getting their work, lining up, asking for 
help

 They should know what will happen if they choose not 
to follow the routine



 If you don't know whether a particular student can 
follow a certain routine, practice it before it is needed 
and implement any individual supports they may 
need.  Document those supports and make sure others 
know the plan!  Share information with the team.

 Make sure that challenging routines are not putting 
you and your student(s) into relationship overdraft.

 Build a way to increase student independence into 
daily routines.

Explain, Rehearse and Reinforce Routines



Use Task Strips or Work Routines



Depending on grade 
level students 
should be learning 
the routine for each 
item on this list.  If a 
student is not able 
to independently 
learn and follow a 
routine, a plan 
should be in place 
for an alternative or 
to learn the routine.

Checklist by Dawn Reithaug -
Orchestrating Positive and 
Practical Behaviour Plans



Information File for Sub EA or Teacher on Call

If you cannot be at school it 
is very important that who 
ever fills in for you has 
enough information to 
work successfully with any 
student whose program 
differs from the rest of the 
class. 

Make sure all important 
information is available, 
including visual schedules, 
routines and reinforcers.





Plan for Breaks - Take a Break BEFORE the 
Student(s) Needs It

• Build into the daily schedule

• Give movement breaks to the entire classroom if 
possible

• Practice, practice, practice the break routine.  It 
will get easier!

• Always honour student requests for breaks but 
also require student to complete task afterwards 

• A break can be fun but it is not a reward for work

• If your school uses Zones of Regulation do a Zones 
profile and toolbox for your student.





Plan for Recess and Break Time - on the 
Playground or in the Hallways

• Some students have difficulty with knowing 
what to do when they are on the playground or 
in the hallway especially if on their own

• Plan with your student before recess or break 
– where they can go, who they will play with, 
what to do if there is a problem.  

• Use a visual/task strip or social story and 
review it before each recess or break.  Check 
in after recess – how did it go?



https://www.autismclassroomresources.com
/free-playground-schedule-increasing/

Handout  by Dawn Reithaug -
Orchestrating Positive and 
Practical Behaviour Plans



https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Recess-Behaviors-Differentiated-
Activities-For-K-5th-Grade-781081



Talk about some ways that you have been able to 
plan - with a colleague, a team or your student(s) 
that have been helpful.



Step 3- Never Say What You Can 
Show

www.sponsoredlinx.com.au



Visuals are the most important tool in your 
toolbox.

 Visuals include pictures, text, graphic organizers, 
line drawing etc.

 Works for ALL students.

 Build the Shape of the Day with your students each 
morning and refer back to it throughout the day.

 Write or draw the steps to follow for each activity 
you do 

 Create routines for your students AND yourself

 Carry around sticky notes and a pen at all times to 
leave reminders, give choices, draw what you mean.



Entire class
and/or 
individual
students



Use visuals
to explain 
abstract
ideas



Use teaching videos whenever possible



Teacher’s visual checklist

Use visuals to make it easier to keep yourself 
organized. Model their use for your students!



Share some ways that you have used visuals 
or find that visuals have helped you.



Step 4 -Get Rid of Guess Work

 Our role as educators is to help our students learn.  
How do we know this is happening or not?  As 
important, how do we share this information with 
others?

 We collect evidence.  Evidence helps us

 decide where students are in their learning

 Choose the right teaching strategies and interventions

 Monitor student progress and evaluate teaching 
effectiveness



Know Where You Should Begin

 It is essential to know what your student(s) can do in a 
particular area.  Don't guess!  Instead you can

 Talk to teachers or support staff from last year

 Look at files

 Do some informal assessment

 Start to record information that will guide decision-
making.  Our objective is to understand where each 
student is in their learning so they can be provided 
with appropriate teaching and learning opportunities 
in ALL areas - academic, social and behavioural.



Don't Curse the "D" Word

 We collect data throughout the day in our schools

 Is the student present and on time at school?

 Thumbs up or down to indicate understanding

 Marking formal and informal tests and quizzes

 Grades on papers and report cards

 We also need to collect data on two different types of 
student performance - IEP goals and objectives and 
challenging behaviour



Burnaby School District









Data collection is only a tool to help us do our jobs more effectively.



Do you have any tips and tricks to share around 
collecting data?  How do you organize your data 
collection sheets?



Step 5 - Have a Challenging 
Student? Be a Detective



Importance of Behaviour Principles

When you 
understand what is 
happening, and 
why it is 
happening, then 
you come up with  
effective ways to 
prevent problem 
behaviour(s) and 
teach more effective 
ones.
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If a student repeatedly 
engages in a behaviour, 
there is a payoff, it serves a 
function.



Functions (Purposes or Needs) that 
Behaviour Communicates
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Most Behavior Serves a Function

To gain or escape 

attention from adults or 
peers…

Every time I get 
out of my desk 

the teacher 
comes over and 

talks to me!

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=hKwKNRAYKvW1dM&tbnid=j5BtXSeJ1qIS5M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.totstoteensmagazine.com/2011/09/19/a-teacher-with-too-much-time-on-her-hands/&ei=IvVlUrCgJtS24APJk4DwDw&psig=AFQjCNHhjdpWg1XpeaaGAgjPrmkEAOhdRg&ust=1382499980750385


Most Behavior Serves a Function

To gain or escape 

activities/conditions that are 
experienced as pleasant or 

unpleasant 

THIS 
SPELLING IS 

HARD!



Most Behavior Serves a Function

To gain or escape sensory/ 
stimulation

Wow! I am so 
focused now!



Most Common Functions of Behaviour
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To Obtain/Get
 Peer attention

 Adult attention

 Control over 
environment

 Desired task/activity

 Desired object/item

 Sensory stimulation: 
auditory, tactile, 
movement, etc.

To Avoid/Escape
 Peer attention
 Adult attention
 Task(difficult, boring, 

easy)
 Physical demand
 Non-preferred activity
 Reprimands
 Sensory stimulation: 

auditory, tactile, 
movement, etc.



Effective Teachers

 Recognize that misbehaviour occurs for a reason and 
take that reason into account when deciding how to 
respond.

(Alberto & Troutman, 2006)
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Function of the Behaviour?
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 How do we decide 
the reason for the 
misbehaviour (the 
function of the 
behaviour?)







Strategies to Reduce Problem Behaviour

 Setting Event Strategies

 Snack if hungry

 Revving activity/nap or rest if tired

 Gum/crunchy veggies/chew tool/reassurance if 
anxious

 Comfort item/social interaction with adult or 
friend if sad

 Calming activity if angry or upset



Strategies to Reduce Problem Behaviour

 Antecedent Strategies

 Environmental supports

 Visual supports

 Power of choice

 Teach self-regulation skills – Zones of Regulation

 Teach social skills

 Teach academic skills
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Consequences

 Consequences follow a behavior and thus 
influence it (i.e., decrease or increase its 
probability of re-occurrence)

• Reinforcement (positive or negative):  the 
student is more likely to display the behaviour 
again

• Punishment (positive or negative) :  the student 
is less likely to display the behaviour again
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Consequence Strategies

 Positive Reinforcement for desired behaviour 
(verbal praise or reward)

 Redirect/planned ignoring of minor problem 
behaviour

 Loss of Privilege/ Time Out/ Think Sheet/ Office 
Referral for major problem behaviour (may require 
safety plan

 Be strategic and thoughtful in everything you do.  
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Be The Giver of All Good Things



Know What Your Student Likes and Doesn't Like



What are Positive Behaviour Supports?

 Increase in skills and 
adaptations
 Emphasis on 
antecedents or setting 
events
 Function or “message” 
of behaviour most 
important
 Integrated instructional 
& behavioural plans



What Can You Do Right Now?

 Build relationships

 Help create a classroom environment where 
problem behavior is less likely to occur 

 Notice patterns/take data

 Investigate the potential functions of 
behaviour

 Deliver consequences that may prevent 
behaviour problems 

 Do what you do best – TEACH SKILLS and 
MOTIVATE!



Catch Students Being Good…

 Catching students being good improves 
behaviour by 80%!  (Shores et al., 1993)

 5:1 rule  at least 5 positives for every 
negative

 Descriptions are better than a generic “good 
job” 

 Focus on praising students acting 
appropriately and ignore or redirect minor 
problem behaviour.



For more information
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 www.teachinginprogress.com/

 www.supportiverelationships.org

 needsfocusedteaching.com/

 www.ccisd.com/cms/lib/TX01000559/Centricity
/Domain/66/ToughKidsNewTeacherPresentatio
n.pdf (Great intro to the Tough Kids program!)

 www.mindyeti.com

 www.kidtools.org 

 www.bucketfillers101.com



For more information
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 www.gonoodle.com

 thehighlyeffectiveteacher.com/differentiation-in-the-
classroom

 www.livesinthebalance.org

 www.zonesofregulation.com

 www.learnalberta.ca/content/inspb2/html/introducti
on.html (classroom)

 www.learnalberta.ca/content/inspb1/html/introductio
n.html (individualized)



Last Step To Success!

Remember to take care of yourself!



Any Final Questions or Comments?



Thanks so much for joining us!

Please fill out the online survey to 
comment on today’s activities.

Enjoy the rest of your day.


